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THANKYOU!
We’d like to take this opportunity to say thank you for choosing the team at Access Building Solutions for your building project,
we appreciate your business and look forward to working with you to achieve your goals.
We take a lot of pride in what we do and trust that we’ll deliver a positive experience throughout our journey together as we
make your building project become a reality, please feel free to ask us questions and let us know if there are any ways that we
can assist you on the way.
Throughout your building project we’ll need your assistance with a few things to help everything run smoothly and on time, so
we kindly ask that you assist where possible. We’ll let you know each time that we need your assistance.
We’ve put together this guide to assist you with making selections on the different finishes and products available for your
project, and to step you through the construction stages so you know what to expect, we trust that you will find this guide
helpful in making the selections that are right for you.

WHAT HAPPENS NOW?
Congratulations, you’ve signed your Building Contract and you’re on the way to turning your goals into reality, but wondering
what happens now?
While we go through the steps to organise your building project and commence construction, it is a great opportunity to start
thinking about what you would like your project to look like once completed.
For now, let us introduce you to some of our suppliers so you can take a look at their websites for some inspirational designs and
collections to choose from, each supplier is trusted by Access Building Solutions.

KITCHEN SUPPLIERS
YDL Stone
http://www.ydlstone.com.au/
YDL Australia Pty Ltd is traded as YDL Stone, a privately owned company that imports and distributes a diverse range of stone product throughout Australia.
Operating in Australia since 2008, YDL Stone holds an inventory exceeding 4,000 slabs of stone featuring Marble, Granite, Pavers. (e.g Bluestone, Basalt,
Andesite) and YDL Quartz Stone. Our broad range of stone products is appropriate for both residential and commercial project. These stone products have
featured in restaurant, pub, residential homes, commercial apartment, and shopping centres.

Polytec
https://www.polytec.com.au/
Polytec is an Australian marketer and distributor of decorative surfaces dedicated to providing the finest quality products. Across the industry, Polytec is
recognised for innovation, craftsmanship, customer service and the use of quality materials.
In the decorative surfaces category, Polytec is the fastest growing brand in Australia and is owned by Borg, a privately owned, Australian company. Hallmark to
Polytec is the manufacture of products with the most technologically advanced and computer integrated manufacturing systems.
Through its manufacturing division, Borg is a leading Australian manufacturer of decorative panels and components for joinery applications such as kitchens,
bathrooms, laundries, wardrobes and furniture.

Granite Transformations
http://granitetransformations.com.au/
Our exclusive Trend Surfaces range originated in Italy nearly 40 years ago and was originally developed as a commercial floor tile for high traffic areas. With a
gap in the kitchen market for a product with extreme strength and durability, Trend Surfaces was developed for domestic applications.
Our Trend Surfaces range is used by homeowners, commercial and domestic interior designers, architects, builders and developers worldwide.
Having recently hit the milestone of renovating over 1 million homes world-wide, Granite Transformations are the largest kitchen makeover company in the
world and are one of the most trusted.

BATHROOM SUPPLIERS
Allure bathrooms
https://www.allurebathrooms.com.au/
Allure Bathrooms is passionate about bringing the best in quality contemporary bathroom products to Australians at a price they can afford. We have a wide
scope of bathroom supplies in Melbourne.
With guaranteed lowest prices and the best in contemporary bathroom design, a walkthrough of our showrooms in Melbourne will be enough to convince you
that we have the bathroom supplies you need to give you the refined decor you desire. Come in and talk to us and we will help you bring your bathroom to life.

FLOORING SUPPLIERS
National tiles
https://www.nationaltiles.com.au/
National Tiles was established in 1979 by founder Frank Walker. Now under the guidance of Frank’s son and CEO Nick Walker, the company today is a market
leader in tile and stone flooring.

Floorworld
https://www.floorworld.com.au/
Floorworld offers a wide range of carpets, timbers, laminate, bamboo and vinyl flooring. With a variety of traditional styles and colours mixed with new and
innovative concepts. Floorworld has a flooring product to suit any contemporary or traditional style home, as well as commercial applications. With decades of
combined experience and over 33 locations around Australia, you can trust your Floorworld retailer to help you make the right choice to suit any budget.

WINDOW AND DOOR SUPPLIERS
Dowell Windows
http://www.dowell.com.au/
Dowell has been involved in the fabrication and supply of windows and doors to the Australian residential housing market since 1860 and is now a leading
supplier of aluminium windows and doors to the Australian housing market. Dowell has a strong reputation for product quality and service and strives to
continually evolve and innovate our product range to meet our customer needs, designing products to suit Australian lifestyles and climatic conditions.

Doors Plus
https://www.doorsplus.com.au/
Doors Plus was founded with a mission to improve the safety and aesthetics of Australian homes by providing high quality doors and related services. Since we
opened our first store in 1989 in Punchbowl NSW, we have grown to have 24 stores across the country, with branches located in ACT, NSW, VIC, QLD, SA and
WA. Through years of providing innovative, customer-focused solutions, we are now associated with our ‘no fuss’ brand image. Each of our products have been
developed with the aim to benefit our customers and their homes.

Bunnings
https://www.bunnings.com.au/our-range/building-hardware/building-construction/doors
Our ambition is to provide our customers with the widest range of home improvement products in accordance with our lowest prices policy, backed with the
best service. Our team members are the heart and soul of our business. Our policy is lowest prices are just the beginning, and we’re committed to it. We do a
lot of things to deliver lowest prices. We check competitor prices and, whenever we find a lower price, we drop our price so we stay lowest.

DOOR FURNITURE
Bunnings
https://www.bunnings.com.au/our-range/building-hardware/door-window-gate-hardware/door-furniture

ROOFING SUPPLIERS
Monier Roof Tiles
http://monier.com.au/
Monier has a very rich and proud history in the Australian and New Zealand building industries. From the original terracotta tile to the extensive range available
today, Monier tiles have long been a trusted roofing solution, standing up to our tough Australian and New Zealand conditions.
At Monier, we are very clear about why we even exist. We’re here to help you protect the people you love. That’s why Monier roofs stand strong in the wind,
rain and hail because we’ve been doing it for over 100 years.

Colourbond
http://colorbond.com/
In the 50 years since COLORBOND® steel first rolled off a paint-line in 1966, a great deal has changed. Not only has the colour range evolved, so too has the
technology of COLORBOND® steel production. The most recent innovation, ACTIVATE® technology, was introduced in 2013, and BlueScope holds numerous
patents on the technology, both in Australia and around the world. No wonder we’re now seeing COLORBOND® steel being used on anything from roofs and
garages, to large commercial buildings like the Adelaide Velodrome and Melbourne’s Margaret Court Arena. Indeed, peoples' passion for COLORBOND® steel
seems greater than ever; we see it being used not only on roofs, fences, walls, gutters and fascia, garage doors, sheds, carports but also all manner of homemade creations from letter boxes and statues, to cubby houses and Christmas Trees!

APPLIANCE SUPPLIERS
Harvey Norman
http://www.harveynorman.com.au/kitchen-appliances/appliances/
Since joining the online retail industry in 2011, Harvey Norman has shown that its “Shop with Confidence” promise can be delivered to customers across all
digital channels. The following awards reflect Harvey Norman’s commitment to quality, value and service in store and online

EXTERNAL CLADDING SUPPLIERS
Hardie’s Products
http://www.jameshardie.com.au/
James Hardie is an international building product manufacturer and a global leader in fibre-reinforced cement. Now operating in it's 125 year, the company
continues to challenge convention within the construction industry and leads the way in delivering innovative building products and solutions. The products are
used extensively in new residential construction, manufactured housing, repair and remodelling, as well as a variety of commercial and industrial applications.

Melbourne Bricks
https://www.melbournebrick.com.au/products/bricks-blocks/
Whether you are trying to match bricks for a renovation or create a unique look for your building project, we have the solutions in pressed brick, natural stone
and man-made blocks for a rendered finish. When you choose Melbourne Brick as a supplier you have access to more than 100 years of combined expertise to
give you the right advice – whether sourcing and matching bricks for the homes of yester-year or looking for the latest trends to create a modern, unique and
designer look. Our established relationships with Australia’s major brick suppliers means we are able to sample all jobs based on customer requirements. We
aim to accommodate both budget conscious homeowners, as well as premium designer specifications.

OUR STANDARD RANGE
Prime Cost Items
What is a Prime Cost Item?
‘Prime cost’ refers to a set budget allocated for an item or set of items that need to be purchased for your building project.
Carpet, tiles and flooring is a good example - if you haven’t specified a particular brand, model and style of tiles or flooring, or if we aren’t able to get an idea of
the price for what you want, then we allocate a certain amount of money as an allowance for these items rather than specifying exact costs.
The below range of items are an indicator of the selections we allow for as a Prime Cost item in all our quotes, if the item is not the type or style that you like,
take a look at our suppliers for additional ideas and let us know as soon as possible what you prefer so that we can review the prices and customise your project.

Kitchen
Benchtops - Polytec Laminate

Doors & Panels - Polytec Melamine

Sink - Radiant R150.1R

Mixer - Mondella WELS 4 Star

Cooktop - Euromaid 600mm Gas

Oven - Euromaid 60cm Multifunction

Rangehood - Euromaid 60cm Glass

Vanity - Nova (White/Black)

Basin Mixer - Adore

Shower/Bath Mixer - Adore

Shower Rose - Estilo WELS 3 Star

Shower – Semi -frameless Glass

Bath - Estilo Acrylic

Waterfall Bath Spout - Adore

Towell Rail - Azzurra Chrome

Appliances
Dishwasher - Glem 60cm Stainless

Bathroom

Toilet & Laundry
Toilet - Estilo WELS 4 Star

Vanity - Nova (White/Black)

Tub - Everhard 45L Trough & Cabinet

Mixer - Mondella WELS 4 Star

Entrance - Hume Newington

Al Fresco - Dowell Bi-Fold

Handles - Gainsborough Florence

Timber - Floorworld $65m2 range

Laminex - Floorworld $40m2 range

Tiles - National Tiles $35m2 range

Doors
Internal - Hume Primecoat

Flooring
Carpet - Floorworld $55m2 range

PAINT SUPPLIERS
Taubmans

Dulux

Haymes

http://www.taubmans.com.au/
One of the oldest paint brands in the
market, Taubmans has been painting
Australian homes for over 110 years.

https://www.dulux.com.au/
Dulux Australia is a market leader of
products that protect, maintain and
enhance the spaces and places in which
we live and work.

http://www.haymespaint.com.au/
Born in Ballarat in 1935, our family run
business is now in the hands of the
fourth generation of Haymes.

AFTER YOU’VE MADE YOUR SELECTIONS
By now you would have received a Deposit Invoice from us, after receipt of your deposit payment, we will be in contact via
email to lock in your selections. Please choose your products carefully as many products require deposits to be paid by us in
advance, changing items after a deposit is paid is likely to cause additional costs to be incurred.
Locking in your selections enables your building project to be commenced as soon as possible. From there, we will be back in
touch with working drawings and your building permit application.
We hope that you enjoy your experience with us and look forward to our journey together as much as we do.

THE BUILDING STAGES
Throughout your building project we’ll progress through various building stages, these stages may vary depending on the type of
building project you’re undertaking. Below we’ll take you through the different stages so you can know what to expect on the
way.
Typically, we progress through seven different stages;
1.
2.
3.
4.

Pre-Build
Site Preparation
Footings/Base
Frame

5.
6.
7.

Lock up
Fixout
Completion

Remember, this information is only a guide and not all of the building stages are relevant to all projects, so your project may not
follow each of these stages exactly.
Take a look at your Building Contract to see which stages are applicable to your project.

PRE-BUILD
During the Pre-Build stage we start making all the necessary arrangements to turn your dreams into reality. There is a lot of things
that need to happen before we can commence your project, most of which are in place to protect you as the home owner in the
unlikely event that something goes wrong.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Pre-Build stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Obtaining your Certificate of Title
Obtaining your Plan of Subdivision
Obtaining your Existing Dwelling Plans
Arranging Preliminary Drawings
Obtaining Town Planning Permits
Arranging Soil Tests
Obtaining Energy Reports
Arranging Working Drawings
Arranging Engineers Drawings
Arranging Engineers Reports

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Obtaining Stormwater Discharge
Obtaining Stormwater Plans
Obtaining Sewer plans
Obtaining Demolition Consent
Obtaining Bushfire Assessment
Obtaining Asset Protection Permit
Obtaining Property Information Statement
Obtaining Domestic Builders Insurance
Obtaining Building Permit

Important things you need to know;
Preliminary Drawings - A lot of building projects require plans to be drawn up so that everyone involved knows what scope of
works are required. Preliminary Drawings are a first draft towards, and are required for, completing the Working Drawings. The
Preliminary Drawings gives you a visual overview of what the project will look like.
Generally, you’ll get two modifications to the Preliminary Drawings as part of the initial cost. Further modifications may result in
extra costs and time before your project commences.
Working Drawings - Working Drawings are the final version of the plans which, in many cases, require Engineers Drawings to be
completed before the Working Drawings can be finalised.
In certain circumstances, Engineers may require additional support or requirements to be put in place. Unfortunately we cannot
know this until we get the Engineers Drawings, as such, any additional costs won’t be known until now.
Once the Working Drawings are completed, we can submit these to your local council to request a Building Permit.
Domestic Builders Insurance (DBI) - Also known as Home Warranty Insurance, this insurance is mandatory for homeowners who
are building or renovating in Victoria and where the value of the project is more than $16,000.
DBI protects homeowners in the event that their building project cannot be completed or has defective works which cannot be
rectified as their builder has:
•
•

died, disappeared or become insolvent; or
failed to comply with a Tribunal or Court Order where DBI was issued by VMIA on or after 1 July 2015

We, as the builder, are required to purchase this insurance on your behalf.
Building Permit - The Building Act 1993 (the Act) and Building Regulations 2006 (the Regulations) legislate that all building work
is subject to the issuing of a building permit, unless an exemption exists for the proposed work under the Regulations.
In most circumstances, we need to obtain a Building Permit from your local council before we can commence your project.

SITE PREPARATION
This stage is fairly self-explanatory, before we can commence your building project, we may need to prepare the site ready for
building.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Site Preparation stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing Site Office
Establishing Site Toilet
Establishing Temporary Fencing
Establishing Access Points
Establishing Storage Facilities
Establishing Traffic Management
Establishing Site Waste Disposal
Establishing Sediment Control
Consulting With Neighbours
Disconnecting Water
Disconnecting Drainage

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Disconnecting Gas
Disconnecting Electricity
Disconnecting Phone/Data Services
Carrying Out Demolition
Carrying Out Demolition Waste Removal
Establishing Retaining Walls
Carrying Out Levelling
Carrying Out Earthworks
Carrying Out Backfilling
Carrying Out Rock Removal
Carrying Out Spoil Removal

Important things you need to know;
Demolition - in most extensions and rebuilds, demolition is required to bring the new extension in to the existing dwelling, or to
rebuild the dwelling.
Demolition has to be carried out by professionals to minimise the risk of injury to the general public. In many cases, your local
council will require a Demolition Consent and Asset Protection to be in place prior to any demolition taking place.
Depending on the demolition required we may also need to arrange for Electricians and Plumbers to disconnect services to the
dwelling.
Rock Removal - certain circumstances may require rocks to be removed from your site before we can commence building your
project. Unfortunately we are not able to know this until we start the earthworks on your site.
As this is an unknown before we start to dig, we cannot provide a fixed price on what the total cost to remove the rocks will be,
we can, however, provide you with a Provisional Sum of what it will cost on an hourly or daily basis to carry out the rock removal.
Keep in mind that if you’re building on a block of granite, this could be very costly.
Backfilling - where the site has had a lot of rock removed, backfilling may be required to bring the site back to a level ground.
Similar to the rock removal, this is an unknown, and only a Provisional Sum can be provided.

FOOTINGS/BASE
Although you don’t actually see much of the work that comprises this stage of the construction it has a significant impact on the
completed house.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Footings/Base stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Carrying Out Site Survey
Carrying Out Site Set Out
Carrying Out Site Cut For Slab
Establishing Trench Shoring
Establishing and Connecting Water
Establishing Stumps
Establishing Underpinning
Establishing Sand/Gravel Slab Base
Establishing Waterproof Membrane

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing and Connecting Drainage
Establishing and Connecting Gas
Establishing and Connecting Electricity
Establishing and Connecting Phone/Data
Establishing Termite Protection
Establishing Formwork For Slab
Establishing Waffle Pods
Establishing Reinforcement
Establishing Slab

Important things you need to know;
Slab/Foundation - the Slab/Foundation is the most important part of any building, if the foundations are not stable, then the rest
of the building will not be stable and the structural integrity is compromised.
This is the reason why the Working Drawings need Engineers Drawings to accompany them, the Engineers look for issues that may
compromise the structural integrity of your project and may require additional support or other requirements to be put in place
on your foundations to ensure they are stable.

FRAME
This stage of the building is fairly quick but gives you a chance to get a feel for the finished project. Framing usually starts a few
days after the slab has finished.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Frame stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing Subfloors
Establishing Wall Frames
Establishing Bracing
Establishing Trusses
Establishing Ceiling Battens
Cutting Into Existing Frames (Extensions)
Establishing Tarpaulins (Extensions)

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Carrying Out Plumbing Rough In - Water
Carrying Out Plumbing Rough In - Gas
Carrying Out Electrical Rough In - Lights
Carrying Out Electrical Rough In - GPOs
Carrying Out Electrical Rough In - Phone/Data
Carrying Out Electrical Rough In - Smoke Detectors
Establishing Wall Sarking (Wrap)

Important things you need to know;
Wall Frames - the Wall Frames are usually finished within a few days for a single storey house, although it may take longer
depending on your project.
Roof Trusses - the Roof Trusses are usually completed within another few days, again, this depends on your project.
Rough In - sometimes referred to as the First Fix, this means the fitting of cables and pipes that will be hidden behind walls.
Plumbing Rough In - Water - this involves running water from the entry point on the slab to all cold tap positions and the hot
water service. Lines will also be run from the hot water service to the hot tap positions. In the case of a solar hot water system
with remote panels, the lines between the hot water service and the roof panel location may also be run.
Plumbing Rough In - Gas - this involves running lines from the proposed meter position of the site to all gas appliance locations.
Electrical Rough In - in addition to running cables to all power locations including lights and smoke detectors, steel backing plates
for the switches and General Power Outlets (GPOs) are usually fixed to the frame at this stage.
Wall Sarking - also known as Wrapping, the project is now wrapped with a plasticised paper wrap which helps protect the interior
of the project and any insulation during bricklaying.

LOCK UP
The Lock Up stage is self-explanatory, it simply means that the project is now at the stage that you can lock it up, as you would
with your home when you leave, to prevent unwanted access.
The project starts to take on a finished look as the build advances from the frame stage to the lock up stage. However, looks can
be deceiving, as the building process is only about half finished during lock up stage.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Lock Up stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing Windows
Establishing External Doors
Establishing External Door Locks
Establishing Scaffolding

✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing Roof Cladding
Establishing External Wall Cladding
Establishing Gutters and Downpipes
Establishing Facia and Eaves Lining

Important things you need to know;
Windows - normally the window frames are attached to the frame before the brickwork starts, then the brickwork is built against
the frames and tied in.
Roof Cladding - the roof cladding is installed during this stage, roof cladding means the tiles or the tin sheets that form the roof
of your project, depending on certain requirements, this may or may not include sarking under the tiles or tin sheets.
External Wall Cladding - this means the brickwork or weatherboard sheeting for the typical house. In the case of a rendered house,
it may be blocks or blue board instead of bricks. The render is not applied until later in the construction process
Gutters, Downpipes, Facia and Eaves - once the external walls are finished, the facia and soffit boards, if you have eaves, are
fitted. Gutters are often fitted at this stage although the downpipes are frequently left until later.
External Doors and Door Locks - to lock up your project, you need doors. If you have selected expensive external doors, we
generally fit temporary doors to make the house secure. The proper doors will only be fitted just before the final inspection to
minimise the chance of damage.

FIXOUT
The Fixout stage is moving from a very rough looking interior, to something resembling the project you are expecting.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Fixout stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establishing Wall and Ceiling Insulation
Carrying Out Plumbing Fixout
Carrying Out Electrical Fixout
Carrying Out Heating/Cooling Rough In
Establishing Wall and Ceiling Linings
Establishing Cornices and Bulkheads
Waterproofing Bathroom, Toilet and Ensuite
Waterproofing Kitchen and Laundry
Levelling Floors for Floor Linings

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Tiling Bathroom, Toilet and Ensuite
Tiling Kitchen and Laundry Splashbacks
Establishing Skirting and Architraves
Establishing Window Sills
Establishing Kitchen Cabinets and Benchtops
Establishing Laundry Cabinets
Establishing Wardrobe Shelving
Establishing Bathroom, Toilet and Ensuite Vanity

Important things you need to know;
Wall and Ceiling Lining - typically this is the plasterboard that is installed onto the interior walls, it includes installing cornices etc.
Electrical Fixout - this involves bringing cables through the wall lining and installing switches and outlet boxes to the plaster.
Plumbing Fixout - this involves bringing pipes through the wall lining and installing connectors.
Heating/Cooling Rough In - where large main units are mounted in the roof space, these are generally installed before the ceiling
lining is installed. The ducting rough in follows the ceiling lining installation.

COMPLETION
The Completion stage is the stage where all the finishings are carried out on your project brining your project to completion.
Some of the things you can expect to see during the Completion stage include;
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Carry Out Painting to Internal Areas
Carry Out Painting to External Areas
Carrying Out Plumbing Fitoff
Carrying Out Electrical Fitoff
Carrying Out Heating/Cooling Fitoff
Carrying Out Carpentry Fitoff
Establishing Internal Doors
Establishing Wardrobe and Cupboard Doors

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Establish Floor Linings
Carrying Out Landscaping
Site Clean Up
Pre-Completion Inspection
Correcting Pre-Completion Inspection Issues
Installing Appliances
Handover

Important things you need to know;
Internal and External Painting - internal painting occurs in at least two stages. The walls and ceiling are painted before installing
any electrical fittings, the doors and woodwork (architraves and skirting) is generally painted at a later stage.
Plumbing Fitoff - this means installing all taps, mixers, shower fittings, shower screens and toilets internally, and finishing
downpipes and installing taps externally.
Electrical Fitoff - this means installing all the power points, switches and fittings including the phone/data service.
Carpentry Fitoff - this means installing all internal rooms, wardrobes and cabinet doors and all drawers. And installing the proper
entrance door if a temporary door was installed.
Floor Linings - this means the installation of all floor linings such as timber floating floors, tiles, laminex, vinyl or carpets.
Site Clean Up - all outside rubbish is removed and the site left clear and flat. The inside is also cleaned before handover.
Pre-Completion Inspection - prior to Handover, you’ll want to take a look through your project and check out the quality of the
workmanship, if you find any defects, this is the time to let us know so that we can correct them.
Correcting Pre-Completion Inspection Issues - normally this can take up to a week to correct any defects identified during the
Pre-Completion Inspection.
Install Appliances - this generally includes the oven, cooktop, dishwasher, hot water service and any other expensive appliances,
this is generally done as close to hand over as possible to minimise damage.
Handover - Congratulations, your building project is now complete!
Make sure to check you are insured from the day of handover.

